YOUR CONTACT LIBRARIAN
Department of Chemistry

Sanne Fjord Jensen
sannefj@au.dk
Phone: +45 871 56138

Ny Munkegade 118, office 1536-222
8000 Aarhus C

I am at the Department of Chemistry (office 1511-216) on Thursday afternoons from 13.00 to 15.30.

GET HELP WITH ...
searching • access to library resources • PURE • Open Access • publishing • Orchid and ResearcherID • reference management • bibliometrics • citation analysis

You are always welcome to contact me. If I am not around you might find one of my colleagues at the library.

Henrik Skadhauge
nymunkegade.library@au.dk

Susanne Nørskov

Morten Hjorth Gad

WELCOME TO AU LIBRARY, NY MUNKEGADE

AU Library, Ny Munkegade consists of six collections - Bioscience, Chemistry, Geoscience, Mathematics, Physics & Astronomi and Science Studies - and a vibrant study environment.

On library.au.dk you can find and order all of the resources at Aarhus University and Statsbiblioteket. You can also find a lot of useful information for researchers, teachers and students.

The library is located in newly renovated rooms in Ny Munkegade, building 1536, 2nd floor.

Service hours are 10 - 15. The library is open within the office hours of the Department of Mathematics, and all hours for key card holders (for the buildings 1530-1536).

Ask the information office at the Department of Chemistry for an access application.